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Wishing with Song Yuan, famous writer, pioneer of  niche perfume in China

One spring day, I received an email from Song concerning a poem written over 1300 years ago.

She told me that the poem was sent to her country embroidered on a Buddhist monk's robe and evoked the

wishes of  a Japanese imperial prince.

On reading the poem, the Chinese monk Ganjin/Jianzhen made up his mind to travel to Japon and his

mission there laid the basis for a long-lasting good relationship between Japan and China.

Song was born in China, I grew up in Japan; we met in Paris, thanks to the world of  perfume.

Together, we are trying to express the meaning of  this poem through fragrance.

Though our mountains and rivers are different

Our wind and moon are the same.

KOUZOME is the name for the colour of  the robe onto which the poem was embroidered.

Like the noble colour KOUZOME, no matter how the world changes, the nobility of  people's hearts will never be lost.

Our hearts will surely come together under the same sky. We believe in this beautiful world.                                 
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KOUZOME is the color name, 

which is dyed with fragrant spice, the clove.

It is considered as one of  the most precious color in Japan in the past.
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山川異域 風月同天

Différentes sont nos montagnes et nos rivières, unique est notre ciel de vent et de lune.

Though our mountains and rivers are different, our wind and moon are the same.

A part of the poem embroidered on the edge of 1000 monk’s robes sent by Prince Nagaya-no-Ohkimi, the 
grandson of Emperor Tenmu, a Japanese royal family, to a high priest in the Tang dynasty of China. «Even if 
you live in another place, the natural features are connected.» It means to dispose of this Kasaya to Buddhist 
disciples and to form a relationship in the afterlife together. Ganjin/Jianzhen

Included in Volume 732 of "Quan Tangshi" under the title of "Embroidery Kasaya". It is said that he 
impressed Ganjin/Jianzhen.



Collection L’Eau de Miya Shinma is created as homage to Japanese art 

called “Ukiyo-e”, which translated as “the picture of  the floating world”.

Boldness style, graceful line, beautiful brilliant colors...

Even now we feel its freshness, its modernity and its fascination that it 

brings. 

For the collection L’Eau de Miya Shinma Exclusive, it is not only a 

creation expressing this boundlessness of  a work of  art, but the wishes 

which are expressed through the art.

The wishes
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KOUZOME
Eau de Parfum Spray

Perfumes are realized in a transparent refined bottle, they have 

an etiquette label made with motif  of  Calligraphy in color, 

presented in an Origami box made by pure white paper. 

Size: 100ml  

Made in France

L’Eau de Miya Shinma
E x c l u s i v e
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K O U Z O M E

Though our mountains and rivers are different

Our wind and moon are the same

Spicy Woody

Top: Rosewood, Lotus rose

Heart : Rose, Jujube fruit, Clove, Precious woods

Base : Benzoin, Vanilla, Sandalwood, White Musk

*KOUZOME: Color of  blown
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Exhibition for KOUZOME「風月同天」Shanghai / Beijing , Automn 2020



▼ Presentation Vidéo▼

https://youtu.be/t4d1uO7y0CQ

https://youtu.be/t4d1uO7y0CQ


The beauty of  nature, memories that come back to mind, 

and especially emotions... 

These are the sources of  inspiration from which my creations spring.

I express these sentiments by combining rare fragrances and finely 

selected scents from throughout the world, they are then slowly matured 

and refined into perfumes.

Mi ya  Sh i nma


